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Abstract

A recent theory of the nearly axisymmetric vortex breakdown in a pipe is presented� We

study the motion of an axisymmetric and inviscid swirling �ow in a pipe with certain boundary

conditions that may re�ect the physical situation� The theory is built of global analysis of

solutions of the Squire�Long equation and linear stability analysis of these solutions� The theory

uni�es the major previous theoretical approaches and provides for the �rst time a consistent

explanation of the physical mechanism leading to the vortex breakdown phenomenon as well as

the conditions for its occurrence�

� Introduction

The breakdown of vortex cores is a remarkable phenomenon in �uid dynamics which refers to the
large change in structure of high Reynolds number vortex �ows with a high level of swirl� This
behavior is still a basic� largely unexplained phenomenon in modern �uid dynamics with a variety
of technological applications and scienti�c interests� Several review papers on this subject have
been presented� including ��� ��� ��� �	� 
��� Those papers show that previous eorts to explain
vortex breakdown are based on local analyses and therefore mask important information on the
possible development of swirling �ows� The study in this paper is motivated by this complicated
phenomenon�

This paper concentrates on the nearly�axisymmetric vortex breakdown phenomenon� Experi�
ments of swirling �ows in a pipe ��� ���� ���
�� 
�� provide insight into the structure and stability
of the nearly�axisymmetric vortex breakdown� In all of the cases the inlet �ow to the pipe� as well
as the �ow near the inlet decelerating to stagnation and expanding around the nose of the bubble�
as well as most of the bubble envelope� show a high degree of axial symmetry ���� Non axisymmetric
perturbations develop mostly near the rear end of the bubble� inside the bubble and downstream in
the wake of the bubble and are mostly con�ned to those regions� The �ow inside the recirculation
bubble zone is very complicated� Some experiments show that there is an inclined toroidal vortex
ring near the downstream end of the recirculation bubble� which gyrates at a regular frequency
about the axis of the tube and is accompanied by the lost of axisymmetry near the rear end of the
bubble ��� ���
��� Other experiments ��� 
�� show the generation of two vortex rings inside the
bubble which preserves the axisymmetry of the �ow� It can also be observed �see Fig� �c in �
���
Fig� 	 in ��� and Figs� �� 	 and � in ���� that even downstream of the bubble nose but outside of the
bubble and its wake� the �ow preserves a degree of axisymmetry� Also� inside the bubble the �ow is
relatively slow and so the transfer of momentum and kinetic energy from the inside of the bubble to
its surroundings is relatively small� The recent experiments of ��� are the only experiments known
that describe in details the evolution in time of the breakdown process� They show that the bubble
evolves in time with a strong axisymmetry �see Figs� � and � in ����� They also show that it is
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only after the axisymmetric bubble has been formed that asymmetric disturbances in the wake of
the bubble may only slightly change the �ow structure inside the bubble �see Fig� � in ���� but a
high degree of symmetry is kept� Bruecker and Althaus ��� also indicated that Sarpkaya ���� ���
had observed a more asymmetric bubble type breakdown than those they found� Therefore� it may
be concluded that the non�axisymmetric perturbations observed develop from a base axisymmetric
�ow that contains a separation zone and to the leading order the bubble evolution and the �ow
around the bubble is axisymmetric�

As for the viscous eects on the process of vortex breakdown� we can see from the experiments
that the nearly axisymmetric bubble develops under certain conditions at about one diameter of
the pipe from the inlet� The characteristic time for a particle near the center line to travel from
the inlet to the bubble nose is t � D�U �D is the pipe diameter and U is the averaged axial speed
along the centerline�� On the other hand the diusion time over this distance is td � D��� and for
water and air where � is small �where the Reynolds number is above ���� it is found that t �� td
so that to the leading order diusion eects are small and the �ow decelerating to stagnation and
expanding around the bubble may be considered as inviscid� We recognize� however� that viscous
eects become more important on the rear end of the bubble� within the bubble and in its wake�
and may create some unsteadiness and determine the bubble position� but the bubble shape and
the �ow ahead of it are only slightly aected by the small viscosity� Also� the criterion developed
by Spall et al� �
�� shows no dependence on the Reynolds number �Re� for laminar swirling �ows
when Re � ����

Therefore� the inviscid and axisymmetric framework may serve as a reasonable base frame for
the analysis of the nearly�axisymmetric vortex breakdown phenomenon� This framework may give
us insight into the mechanisms leading to the creation of the axisymmetric breakdown and the
conditions for its appearance� We present in this paper a new theory of the nearly axisymmetric
vortex breakdown in a pipe� The theory is built of two major steps� a� Global analysis of the steady
state solutions to the Euler equations that describe the motion of an axisymmetric and inviscid
swirling �ow in a pipe� b� Linear stability analysis of the various steady state solutions that are
found� The theory provides for the �rst time a consistent explanation of the physical mechanism
leading to the vortex breakdown phenomenon as well as the conditions for its occurrence� For the
detailed theoretical analysis of the phenomenon see the recent papers by Wang and Rusak �
	�
��
and Rusak et al� �����

� Global analysis of the Squire�Long equation

We study in this section the solutions to Squire�Long equation �SLE�

�rr � �r

r
� �xx � r�H ����� I ����

on � � x � a� � � r � � ���

with boundary conditions

��x� �� � �� ��x� �� � w�� �
�

���� r� � ���r�� v��� r� � �v��r�� �x�a� r� � � ���

that describe the development of a steady� axisymmetric� incompressible and inviscid swirling �ow
in a pipe of length a� Here� � is the stream function� w � �r�r is the axial speed u � ��x�r is the
radial speed� v is the swirl component� � is the swirl level and w� � ����� is the �ow �ux in the
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pipe� Also� H is the total head function of the �ow� H � p��� �u� � w� � v���
� and I � �rv���

is the extended circulation function� For more details on ��� see ����

The approach presented here is a global variational approach� The analysis is summarized in
�
	�� Solutions of the SLE are well�known to correspond to the stationary points of the following
functional

E��� �

Z a

�

Z
���

�

�
��
y



�
��
x

	y
�H���� I���


y
�dydx �	�

where y � r��
� We �nd that the variational functional E��� has a rich topological structure
�see Fig� ��� Through a careful estimation of the various integrals in ��� we prove the existence
of the global minimizer of E��� when both H��� and I��� are bounded functions� re�ecting the
boundness of mechanical energy and circulation in the pipe� Then we study the global behavior of
the columnar functional E��� �derived from ��� when there is no dependence on x� and �nd the
various types of stationary points of the columnar functional� We show that when the inlet �ow
is at a supercritical state it is also a strict local minimizer of E���� We construct the relations
between the properties of the global minimizer of E��� and the columnar minimizers of E���� i�e��
we show that the global minimizer of E��� is a transition from the given inlet state at x � � to
an outlet state at x � a that is the global minimizer of E��� �see Fig� 
�� We also show that
there exists a special threshold swirl level �� where the global minimizer of E��� changes from a
columnar solution all along the pipe when � � � � ��� to a non�columnar solution that describes
a swirling �ow around an open separation zone when � � ���

We also rigorously prove the existence of a min�max solution of the SLE ��� using the �Mountain�
Pass theorem�� The min�max solution exists only above the certain threshold swirl �� and its
existence is stronly related to the change of nature of the global minimizer solution at �� as
described above� We study the properties of the min�max solution and show that when the pipe is
su�ciently long it may be described by the solitary wave solution of Leibovich and Kribus ���� that
bifurcates at the critical level of swirl ��� For regular situations �� � ��� It can be shown that ��

tends to the critical level of swirl as de�ned by Benjamin �
� as the pipe length is increased�
We describe the properties of the above mentioned solutions of the SLE ��� and show that

their behavior is dierent as the swirl of the inlet �ow is increased� Finally� we give the complete
bifurcation diagram of solutions of the SLE for a supercritical inlet �ow� as the swirl is increased
from � to levels above the critical swirl �� �see Fig� ���

We �nd that when the swirl level � of the inlet �ow is less than the threshold value ��� the inlet
�ow ���y� develops as a columnar �ow all along the pipe and is a global minimizer of E��� and a
unique solution of ���� When � is larger than the threshold value �� we �nd for relatively long pipes
three possible solutions of the SLE� One is the columnar solution ���y� that develops all along the
pipe and is a local minimizer point of E��� � The two other solutions bifurcate at about �� from
a certain state which is a large disturbance to the columnar �ow� One is the global minimizer of
E��� which describes a strong open separation zone �see Fig� 
�� The global minimizer solution is
the extension of Keller and Egli ��
� solution for � � ��� The second solution is the min�max point
of E��� which describes a localized standing wave in the �ow �see Fig� ��� The family of min�max
points of E��� also bifurcates at ��� As the swirl is increased toward �� we �nd that the family of
min�max solutions approaches the critical state�

As swirl is increased above the critical level �� the columnar �ow solution becomes a min�max
point of E��� and a new branch of local minimizer solutions bifurcates at �� and may describe a
non�columnar �ow where the rotating �ow is intensi�ed and has a smaller vortical core� The third
possible solution when � � �� is the global minimizer solution described above� where now it can
be shown that the separation zone becomes much larger and moves toward the inlet� The results
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also show that the critical swirl is actually a transcritical bifurcation point from which branches of
local minimizer solutions and min�max solutions may develop�

� Stability analyses

In this section we demonstrate the relation between vortex �ow stability and the vortex breakdown
phenomenon and speci�cally the relation between the critical state at the swirl level �� and the
stability of the vortex �ow� We study the linear stability of the various branches of solutions
bifurcating at the critical state� From the theory of dynamical systems it is strongly expected
that the critical level of swirl is also a point of exchange of stability� The stability analyses are
summarized in �
�� 
���

We �rst formulate a well posed model of the unsteady motion of swirling �ows with compatible
boundary conditions which are similar to those used in the steady analysis�

An unsteady� axisymmetric� incompressible and inviscid �ow with swirl is considered in a �nite
length pipe of a unit radius� the centerline of which is the x�axis and where � � x � a� By virtue of
the axisymmetry� a stream function ��x� y� t� can be de�ned where the radial component of velocity
u � ��x�

p

y� and the axial component of velocity w � �y� The azimuthal vorticity 	 is given by

	 �
p

y
 where 
 � ���yy � �xx�
y�� The circulation function K is de�ned as K �

p

yv where

v is the circumferential velocity� The equations which connect the development in time �t� of the
stream function �� the function 
 and the circulation function K may be given by �see for example
�

��

Kt � f��Kg � ��


t � f�� 
g � �

	y�
�K��x� ���

Here the brackets f��Kg and f�� 
g are de�ned by

f��Kg � �yKx � �xKy�

f�� 
g � �y
x � �x
y� ���

We study the development of the �ow in the pipe with certain conditions posed on the boundaries�
For any time t we set ��x� �� t� � � to satisfy the axisymmetric condition along the pipe centerline�
and ��x� ��
� t� � w� to describe the total mass �ux across the pipe� Also� let for any time t

���� y� t� � ���
p

y�� K��� y� t� � �

p

yv��

p

y� ���

be given along the inlet� We also consider the case where �xx��� y� t� � � to �x the azimuthal
vorticity 
 along the inlet at any time t�


��� y� t� � ���yy� ���

The boundary conditions along the outlet depend on the physical situation� However� boundary
conditions that result in a well posed mathematical problemmay relate to certain physical situations
of interest� The method given in this paper is general and can handle various conditions� but in
order to demonstrate our idea we concentrate on speci�c outlet conditions� According to the theory
of partial dierential equations we need to specify only one condition along the pipe outlet� We
assume no radial speed along x � a

�x�a� y� t� � �� ���
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We consider now a base� steady and non�columnar swirling �ow where � � ���x� y� and K �
K��x� y�� This base �ow is a steady state solution of �	� through ��� for which K� � K����� and
���x� y� is a solution of the Squire�Long equation�

To study the stability of this base �ow we let

��x� y� t� � ���x� y� � ����x� y� t� � � � � �

K�x� y� t� � K��x� y� � �K��x� y� t� � � � � ����

where ��� is the disturbance to the stream function and �K� is the circulation disturbance� On
substituting these expressions into ��� and neglecting second order terms� we then obtain the
linearized equations of motion of the swirling �ow

K�t � ��yK�x �K�y��x �K�x��y � ��xK�y � ��


�t � ��y
�x � 
�y��x � 
�x��y � ��x
�y �
�K�K��x


y�
� ����

Here 
� � ����yy � ��xx�
y� is related to the disturbance of the azimuthal vorticity�
From the above equations we may get

Z x

�

F����tdx� ��yF����� ��x

y�
�y�
Z x

�

F����dx�y �
I �����


y�
��t � � ��
�

where

F���� � 
�t � ��y�L�����x � ��x�L�����y� ����

and where

L���� � ��yy �
��xx


y
� �H ������� I ������


y
��� ��	�

is the linearized operator of the Squire�Long equation ����
We consider now a suitable mode analysis of ��
� of the form

�� � �x� y�e�t ����

where in the general case � may be a complex number and �x� y� and k�x� y� are complex functions�
Using asymptotic techniques in the limit � tends to �� and � tends to zero we �nd asymptotic

solutions to the linearized equations and show that the transcritical point of bifurcation at �� is
also a point of exchange of stability of the branches of the columnar solutions and the non�columnar
solutions bifurcating at �� �
�� 
��� Results are summarized in Fig� 	� We can see that the branches
of local minimizer solutions have an asymptotically stable mode of disturbance whereas the branches
of min�max solutions are linearly unstable� Speci�cally� the branch of columnar �ow all along the
pipe is asymptotically stable for � � �� and becomes unstable when � � ���

The results presented in �
�� also provide an interesting physical picture� speci�cally for the
stability of columnar swirling �ows� When there is no swirl� the �ow cannot sustain any disturbance
and any initial disturbance is convected downstream by the axial �ow and is swept out from the �ow
domain in a �nite time� When swirl is introduced� disturbances to the �ow propagate at dierent
speeds that depend on the swirl level �
�� There exists the critical level of swirl �� where the largest
speed of the disturbances propagating upstream is equal to the axial speed of the base �ow and then
the �ow can sustain a neutrally stable standing wave with a �nite length� This mode of disturbance
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is stable at a supercritical state �� � ��� because less swirl results in a smaller value of the largest
speed of the disturbances propagating upstream and� therefore� the washout eect of the axial �ow
is more dominant� resulting in the decay of the disturbance in time� However� when the swirl is
greater than the critical level� the disturbance mode is unstable since higher swirl results in higher
values of the largest speed of the disturbances propagating upstream and� therefore� they become
more dominant� Since the inlet conditions ��� and ��� for the axial and circumferential velocity
components and the azimuthal vorticity are �xed for all time the disturbance moving upstream can
not propagate through the inlet and also cannot be re�ected from the inlet and� therefore� tends
to accumulate and create an instability�

� Mechanism of the axisymmetric vortex breakdown in a pipe

The above results shed light on the physical mechanism leading to the axisymmetric vortex break�
down phenomenon in a pipe� As the swirl along the inlet of the pipe is increased toward the
critical level� the base columnar vortex �ow tends to lose its stability margin and de�nitely above
the critical level it is unstable �see Fig� 	�� Then� near or above the critical swirl ��� any �nite
perturbation will induce a transition from the columnar state to another possible state� It is clear
that the min�max solution is unstable and� therefore� is not a �nal steady state� Moreover� the only
other steady state that is possible is the global minimizer solution of the Squire�Long equation� As
discussed above� the global minimizer solution exists and above a certain threshold level of swirl ���
it describes a swirling �ow with a large separation zone that resembles the breakdown zone� Our
recent numerical simulations demonstrate that the global minimizer solution when � � �� is stable
to axisymmetric disturbances ����� In this way� the mechanism of the axisymmetric vortex break�
down phenomenon is explained as a transition� that may occur only when � � ��� and de�nitely
when � � ��� from a columnar vortex �ow that loses its stability to another completely dierent
steady and stable state which is the global minimizer solution for the same boundary conditions
and that can be thought as a strong attractor�

We can �nd estimates for �� and �� as functions of the core radius r� in Keller and Egli ��
��
Fig� �� where the inlet �ow is modeled by the Rankine vortex and the separation region is modeled
by a stagnation zone� Speci�cally� when the vortex core is very slender �r� is small� they found
that 
��r��w� �

p

 and 
��r��w� � 
�	��� Here w� is the axial speed in the center of the vortex

core� These results may also be good estimates for �� and �� of a free concentrated vortex� that
can be modeled by the limit case where the pipe radius tends to in�nity� When r��R �R is the pipe
radius� increases the two swirl ratios 
��r��w� and 
��r��w� also increase but get closer and merge
when r��R � � �a complete solid body rotation in the pipe� at a value of ����
� When the inlet
�ow is given by a dierent model such as the Burgers� vortex our recent computations provide the
breakdown criteria as function of the core radius of the vortex ����� Results show similar behavior
to those of the Rankine vortex� Estimations of the swirl ratio 
�r��w� from the experimental data
of Garg and Leibovich ���� and Uchida et al� �
�� also show that breakdown occurs when � is above
���

� Conclusions

The theory presented in this paper provides a consistent explanation of the mechanism of the
axisymmetric vortex breakdown phenomenon� It is a transition from a columnar vortex �ow that
tends to lose its stability to another steady and stable state which is contains a large separation
zone� The theory explains the suddenness of the vortex breakdown phenomenon� speci�cally around
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�� and where a large disturbance to the base �ow occurs� The theory also establishes the relation
between the critical swirl �� and the stability of the �ow in the pipe� The theory predicts the
nonuniqueness of the phenomena related with the process of increasing the swirl from �� to ��� All
of these characteristics are similar to those found in the experiments of Sarpkaya ���� 
��� Leibovich
���� �	� and Bruecker and Althaus ��� where nearly axisymmetric bubbles were found� The numerical
computations of vortex breakdown of Beran and Culick �	� show bifurcation diagrams of solutions
that also depend on the swirl �see their Figs� �� � and ��� and agree with our bifurcation diagram�
Also� the time dependent calculations of Beran ��� and Lopez ���� agree with the stability results�

The present theory also uni�es most of the previously suggested approaches to axisymmetric
vortex breakdown into a global theory and provides guidelines for future numerical simulations and
experiments of this complicated phenomenon�
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Figure �� The bifurcation diagram of solutions to the Squire�Long equation�
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